A low dose of risperidone resolved Charles Bonnet syndrome after an unsuccessful trial of quetiapine: a case report
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Abstract: Charles Bonnet syndrome (CBS) is a diagnosis of exclusion. Typical affected patients have impaired visual acuity, vivid recurring visual hallucinations, and no cognitive impairment. Vision loss is most commonly due to macular degeneration, although many other causes exist. Here, we report a case of an 87-year-old woman with CBS and discuss the diagnosis and treatment.
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Background
Charles Bonnet syndrome (CBS) is characterized by the presence of visual hallucinations in patients with impaired vision. CBS is usually diagnosed in patients with significant loss of vision and no cognitive impairment. It was first described in 1,760 by the Swiss scientist and naturalist named Charles Bonnet, after talking with his 90-year-old grandfather, who experienced these symptoms. The term CBS was coined in 1967 by the Swiss scientist George De Morsier.

Affected patients experience visual hallucinations that come and go without apparent reason and which can be disturbing. The hallucinations are most frequently experienced several times a day for a few minutes and consist of patterns, faces, animals, and figures, in decreasing order of frequency, which can be static or moving. These patients typically have severe ocular impairments, of which age-related macular degeneration, glaucoma, and diabetic retinopathy are the most common causes. Overall, CBS becomes more prevalent as the population ages with a reported prevalence between 0.4% and 39% in patients with poor vision.

This case report describes a successful response to risperidone in an 87-year-old woman with CBS after an unsuccessful trial of quetiapine. Written informed consent was obtained from the patient for the publication of this case report. No personally identifiable information was revealed in this manuscript.

Case presentation
An 87-year-old woman presented to our outpatient clinic with a 7-month history of vivid visual hallucinations. These symptoms started as simple images and sparkling lights and progressed to complex hallucinations including objects and people moving in her room. They occurred 4–6 times a day and lasted 5–10 minutes each. Although she was aware of the nature of these symptoms, the hallucinations became...
more persistent and were disturbing to her. She had good insight into her condition. There were no associated auditory hallucinations or delusions, and she had no history of any psychiatric disorder.

She denied any headaches or trauma. Her medical history included hypothyroidism and open angle glaucoma. Her medications included l-thyroxine and anti-glaucoma eye drops. Surgical history was significant for bilateral cataract surgeries a few years prior to current treatment.

Her visual acuity was 6/60 in the right eye and finger counting at 1 m in the left eye. The scores were 6/60 in both eyes 2 years prior to her presentation. Mental status examination revealed an appropriately dressed woman with no psychomotor agitation or retardation. Her thoughts were logical and goal directed. Affect was euthymic with spontaneous emotional reactivity. Mini-Mental State Examination revealed normal cognitive function including normal orientation and intact recall and attention abilities.

Laboratory tests included a normal complete blood count, blood sugar, kidney and liver function, thyroid stimulating hormone, vitamin B12, and calcium levels. Magnetic resonance imaging of the brain revealed age-related atrophic changes with small vessel disease.

The diagnosis of typical CBS was made based on the presence of visual hallucinations with visual impairment in a cognitively normal patient without psychiatric illness. The patient was initially treated with quetiapine 25 mg/day, which was later increased to 50 mg/day. After 1 month, the hallucinations were still present, and the patient was distressed. Hence, the treatment was changed to risperidone, 0.5 mg/day. After 3 days, the patient had cessation of the visual hallucinations lasting until her next visit, 6 weeks later. The patient’s risperidone was then decreased to 0.25 mg/day; however, the hallucinations reoccurred. The dose was then returned to 0.5 mg/day, and the hallucinations disappeared again.

**Discussion**

The diagnosis of CBS is one of exclusion. Affected patients should be evaluated to exclude organic brain disorders, dementia, substance abuse, schizophrenia, and mood disorders. Evaluation should include a complete history, physical examination, and mental state examination. A team approach including psychiatry, neurology, and ophthalmology is best used to diagnose CBS.

CBS has been explained as a visual disorder in persons with visual loss where the brain tries to fill in gaps in their loss of vision. Patients who do not understand the nature of their disease may be frightened and require supportive treatment. They should be reassured the hallucinations are not a mental disorder and can be a common consequence of their ocular disease. They can also benefit from participation in support groups consisting of affected individuals.

Treatment of the visual disorder in patients with typical CBS may impact the frequency of hallucinations and improve quality of life.

The visual cortex, when deprived of visual stimulation, has significantly lower serotonin levels than in the normal state. Dopamine and acetylcholine are other neural transmitters thought to be involved in the formation of visual hallucinations. Experience with medical treatment to correct these levels is limited, and the reported cases demonstrated short follow-up results. Overall, the number of patients treated pharmacologically is small, and there is no consensus on best medical treatment. Psychotropic medications such as anti-depressants, anxiolytics, antipsychotics, and anticonvulsants have been used to treat hallucinations associated with CBS with varied results. Serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) can inhibit the activity of neurons in the occipital lobe related to the occurrence of visual hallucinations. Antipsychotics such as haloperidol, olanzapine, and risperidone are thought to act by blocking serotonin and dopamine receptors.

The patient’s visual hallucinations did not improve with a trial of quetiapine, but responded to a low dose of risperidone. A small number of reports show improvement in visual hallucinations with risperidone and olanzapine. The reduced efficacy of quetiapine compared to other atypicals has been reported in a recent systematic review. Although there has been no standard treatment so far, anecdotal evidence seemed to favor antipsychotics and SSRIs as possible treatment options for the disturbing hallucinations associated with CBS.

**Conclusion**

CBS is characterized by visual hallucinations in cognitively intact individuals. Most affected individuals have impaired vision, usually with macular degeneration. Most patients require only reassurance. When possible, treatment of the underlying visual disorder might lead to reduction or disappearance of hallucinatory phenomena. In more severe and disturbing cases, pharmacological treatment is required. Case reports or case series on the topic or even small trials, possibly with a longer follow-up duration, are still needed to define best treatment.
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